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his business with an apprentice and a partner. The boat was usually
mortgaged at 10 per cent, one-third of the catch was the share of
the owner of the boat, the rest was divided equally between the two
partners. The fish was sold for them by the Billingsgate salesmen,
who charged from 3 per cent to 10 per cent. The fishmongers took
the better and larger fish, the 'basket people* or the Billingsgate hawk-
ers took the rest. The fishermen's was a very poor trade, * being
exposed to the weather by night as well as by day5, they were 'glad
for the most part to take apprentices without money* and they were
*apt to take to the sea-service".17 The fisherman's apprentice in the
nineteenth century was required to sleep in his master's boat to prevent
its being stolen,18 a custom apparently dating at least from the days of
Pepys.
The cabinet-maker might be the owner of a shop 'so richly set out
that it looked like a palace', as well as an exporter of furniture and
possibly an importer through the East India Company of Chinese
lacquered furniture made for the western market from European pat-
terns, or he might have no other capital but a chest of tools, in which
case he worked for the shopkeeping masters or the upholsterers, who
dealt in house furnishings of all kinds. While there were different grades
within the same trade, depending on the position of the master and the
fee which his reputation and the size of his business enabled him to ask,
each trade had a status of its own, trades ranging from the 'genteel*
through the 'dirty genteels* and the 'genteelish* to the 'ordinary', the
' mean' and even die' mean, nasty and stinking', a grading that depended
partly on earnings, wages and capitalization, partly on custom, and the
relative cleanliness of the work or the artistic talent required. Speaking
generally, and subject to many exceptions, an apprentice fee of £5 or
less meant a poor or disagreeable occupation, resorted to by parish
children and die children of 'the labouring poor*. But a strong well-
grown boy of fifteen or so who had been given some education or had
picked up the preliminaries of a trade might sometimes be apprenticed
advantageously for a low fee. Artisans would often pay £ i o or £i 5 and
upwards, or bind their children to themselves. A fee of from £15 to
£20 was usually paid for clergymen's children apprenticed by the
charity known as the Feast of the Sons of the Clergy.19 Apart from die
many apprenticeships which came to, an untimely end, it by no means

